Latin American Studies: A Model of Indiscipline?

50th Anniversary Symposium
Centre of Latin American Studies, University of Cambridge
Alison Richard Building, 7 West Road, Cambridge

Saturday 1 October 2016

9.15  Registration
9.30  Introduction: Joanna Page (Director, Centre of Latin American Studies, Cambridge)
9.45-10.45  Keynote 1 (chair: Joanna Page)
*Julio Ortega*, Brown University: *The Latin American Transatlantic Paradigm: Balance and Perspectives*
10.45-11.15  Coffee
11.15-12.45  Panel 1: New Directions in the Humanities and Social Sciences (chair: Felipe Hernández)
  *Sian Lazar*, University of Cambridge: *A Politics of Indiscipline. Anthropology from and of Latin America*
  *Ben Smith*, University of Warwick: *The Mexican Press and the Public Sphere*
  *Graham Denyer Willis*, University of Cambridge: *Latin America and the Technologies of Indiscipline: Citizen Struggles with Insecurity*
12.45-1.45  Lunch
1.45-2.30  Perspectives on Latin American Studies: New (and Old) Challenges and Opportunities (chair: Joanna Page)
  Françoise Barbira-Freedman, Felipe Hernández, Charles Jones, Geoffrey Kantaris, Gabriela Ramos
2.30-3.30  Keynote 2 (chair: Mónica Moreno Figueroa)
  *Mara Viveros Vigolla*, Universidad Nacional de Colombia: *De la ‘extraversión’ a las ‘epistemologías nuestoamericanas’. Un descentramiento en clave feminista*
3.30-4.00  Coffee
4.00-5.00  Panel 2: New Directions in Literary and Visual Culture Studies (chair: Rory O’Bryen)
  *Erica Segre*, University of Cambridge: *Dark Matter/Materia oscura Hypothesis/: Indiscipline and the Poetics of Indeterminacy*
  *Adam Sharman*, University of Nottingham: *The Mother of all (In)discipline: Literature and Modernity*
5.00-5.15  Short break
5.15-6.15  Keynote 3 (chair: David Lehmann)
  *Adrián Gorelik* (CONICET/Universidad Nacional de Quilmes, Argentina): *De cerca y de lejos: Paradojas del latinoamericanismo*
6.30-  Evening wine reception and buffet for those who have registered
  Crausaz-Wordsworth Building, Robinson College (on Adams Road, ten minutes’ walk from the symposium venue)